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July 2022 

 

 

 

ISSUE:   Family  

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   FamilyLife Today: Growing Up in a Blender 

DATE:   7/01/2022 

DURATION:  25:22 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: Sometimes in stepfamilies, we take things out on each other that really are about 

someone or something from the past. Listen to Ron Deal talk with Shelby Abbott 

on how to keep unresolved issues of the past from damaging our relationships in 

the present. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Religion  

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Love Worth Finding: Christian Warfare (Part 1 of 2) 

DATE:   7/02/2022 

DURATION:  25:00 

TYPE:   Information 

DESCRIPTION: In this sermon, Pastor Adrian Rogers reveals who the adversary of Christians is, 

as well as what the armor of God is, how the adversary attacks us and how we 

can fight back, and who we should count as allies in spiritual warfare. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Lifestyles  

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Focus on the Family: The Day Independence Came 

DATE:   7/04/2022 

DURATION:  27:43 

TYPE:   Entertainment 

DESCRIPTION: Focus on the Family presents this special Adventures in Odyssey episode for the 

holiday. In it, Irwin Springer, a middle schooler interested in history, takes a wild 

journey back in time to the American Revolution where he meets the men who 

shaped the United States. 
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ISSUE:   Immigration & Refugees  

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Chris Fabry Live: Helping Immigrants and Refugees 

DATE:   7/05/2022 

DURATION:  46:52 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: Author and pastor Joshua Sherif shares his fascinating story of escape from 

Egypt and his journey from Islam to Christianity. He shares his experience with 

the hope to encourage and motivate listeners to be kind and reach out to refugees 

and immigrants around you, letting Christ be seen through your love, 

compassion, and acceptance.  

 

 

ISSUE:   Social Issues & Poverty 

HOW TREATED: PSA 

TITLE:   Look Closer 

DATE:   7/08/2022 – 9/30/2022 

DURATION:  0:15, 0:30, 0:60 

TYPE:   Information 

DESCRIPTION: Daily life is often full of family and friends who support, love, and care for us, 

but if we look closer, not everyone is so fortunate. There are youth right here in 

our communities who do not have the home, warmth, and healing that we take 

for granted. Every year, millions of youth face homelessness. Tonight, and every 

night, Covenant House will provide over 2,000 youth with clothes, a hot meal, 

medical care, and a safe place to sleep at sites across America. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Crime & Justice 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Victory Over Sin: Tim Leigh 

DATE:   7/08/2022 

DURATION:  25:00 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: Host Mark Renick speaks with Tim Leigh, newly appointed Re-entry Curriculum 

Development Manager at St. Vincent DePaul in Boise. Tim discusses how they 

support people transitioning from incarceration and re-entering society, offering 

help with housing, transportation, food, and now courses to help rebuild their 

lives outside of prison. They’re also partnering with Dept. of Labor to provide 

apprenticeships and continue toward certification in trade labor fields. 
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ISSUE:   Government 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Keep the Republic: Dr. Lynn Laird 

DATE:   7/09/2022 

DURATION:  27:00 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: Host Daniel Bobinski interviews Dr. Lynn Laird discuss a portion of a letter from 

John Adams wrote in 1798 and apply the analysis to the Constitution and today’s 

America. They discuss the idea that the nation was founded on isolationism, not 

interfering in the affairs of the world, and that accountability to the people and to 

God was of utmost importance. Today, neither appears true. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Sports 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Heart of the Athlete: Krystal Peterson 

DATE:   7/09/2022 

DURATION:  23:00 

TYPE:   Information 

DESCRIPTION: Speaker Krystal Peterson, Cross Fit Games champion, gives a presentation to 

teens at the Fellowship of Christian Athlete’s Northwest Sports Camp. She 

presents the reasons why never giving up is beneficial in all aspects of everyday 

life, not only in sports. She also stresses that busyness happens to all of us. We 

need not let it stop us from pursuing the things that are important to us because 

God has a plan for all of us and we can do all things through his strength. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Politics 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Sekulow: Election 2024 Is Biden Out? 

DATE:   7/011/2022 

DURATION:  59:30 

TYPE:   Information 

DESCRIPTION: In a shocking New York Times poll, 64% of registered Democrats are saying 

they don't want President Biden to run in the 2024 election. Jay, Logan, and the 

rest of the Sekulow team discuss. At the end of the program, ACLJ Senior 

Advisor for National Security and Foreign Policy Ric Grenell joins the broadcast 

to discuss the Biden Administration finally acknowledging China as a threat. 
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ISSUE:   Health & Medical 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Hope in the Night: Memories and Abortion 

DATE:   7/13/2022 

DURATION:  56:00 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: In this episode, callers reach out to the program host, June Hunt, with questions 

regarding how to help with memory loss, how to deal with bad memories that 

haunt us, and how to deal with lingering guilt over having had an abortion. The 

callers on this program are treated with careful respect, rather than being rushed, 

dismissed, and replaced. 

 

ISSUE:   Health & Medical 

HOW TREATED: PSA 

TITLE:   Self-Monitoring is Power 

DATE:   7/14/2022 – 9/30/2022 

DURATION:  0:15, 0:30, 0:60 

TYPE:   Information 

DESCRIPTION: High blood pressure affects millions of Americans, and Black and Latinx adults 

are twice as likely to develop high blood pressure. This means increased risk of 

heart attack and stroke. Staying on top of your blood pressure is as easy as 4 

steps: get it, slip it, cuff it, check it. 

 

ISSUE:   Aging & Retirement 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   MoneyWise: SS Benefits for Non-Workers 

DATE:   7/16/2022 

DURATION:  25:30 

TYPE:   Information 

DESCRIPTION: Some folks will tell you that you can’t get Social Security benefits unless you’ve 

worked and paid payroll taxes for at least 40 quarters, or 10 years. Rob West 

explains that it’s especially important to do your research if you haven’t worked 

the required 10 years. That’s because the Social Security Administration usually 

won’t inform you that you may be eligible for benefits. 

 

ISSUE:   Lifestyle 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Steve Brown Etc.: Dan Merchant 

DATE:   7/17/2022 

DURATION:  41:26 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: You’ll laugh! You’ll cry! Possibly all within the same episode. This week, the 

Etcetera gang chats with television veteran Dan Merchant about his two radically 

different TV shows currently streaming on Pure Flix. 
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ISSUE:   Arts & Culture 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Family Talk: Mama Bear Apologetics Guide to Sexuality 

DATE:   7/19/2022 

DURATION:  25:56 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: Dr. Tim Clinton and Hillary Morgan Ferrer discuss her recent book, Mama Bear 

Apologetics Guide to Sexuality, in which she writes about how our culture has 

redefined the word love to mean approval of every imaginable sexual sin. She 

encourages parents to educate themselves and empower their children to 

challenge cultural lies about sexuality. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Military, War & Veterans  

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Chris Fabry Live: Worshipping God in the Midst of a War 

DATE:   7/19/2022 

DURATION:  46:52 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: It’s the return of our correspondent to what God is doing in Ukraine, Pastor 

Sergey. We talked months ago before the invasion of his country and he’s now 

back in his hometown with his family. Listen to hear some of the things he’s 

seeing God orchestrate in the midst of the loss and destruction of war.  

 

 

ISSUE:   Education 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Gospel for Life: The Importance of Christian Education 

DATE:   7/20/2022 

DURATION:  14:00 

TYPE:   Information 

DESCRIPTION: The next school year is right around the corner and with that comes the usual 

routines for both students and parents alike; classes, teachers, carpooling, school 

sports, and so on. But...what if there was something new added to that routine: 

the inclusion of Christian education? Join four local pastors as they begin a new 

6-part series about just how vital Christian education is. 
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ISSUE:   Science & Technology 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Breakpoint: Augmented Reality babies 

DATE:   7/20/2022 

DURATION:  4:25 

TYPE:   Information 

DESCRIPTION: “Augmented reality babies” offers the virtual experience of “parenting” an 

algorithm designed like a real baby. Using VR goggles or wearable gloves which 

can simulate physical touch, users can interact with a digital baby as it grows or 

stays exactly the same. Some argue it could ease loneliness and aid with 

overpopulation, but will it cause more issues than it helps? 

 

 

ISSUE:   Race, Culture & Identity 

HOW TREATED: Program  

TITLE:   New Life Live 

DATE:   7/21/2022 

DURATION:  49:00 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: Co-hosts Steve Arterburn, Becky Brown and Dr. Alice Benton collaborate to 

help answer callers’ questions concerning how to deal with young children under 

the age of ten who are deciding to be transgender. One of the callers’ grandsons 

has a best friend who was born male wants to be a girl and she wasn’t sure how 

to handle it or if she should permit her grandson to keep playing with them. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Health & Medical 

HOW TREATED: PSA 

TITLE:   One Pill Killed 

DATE:   7/21/2022 – 7/30/2022 

DURATION:  0:30 

TYPE:   Information 

DESCRIPTION: Your children could think they are taking Xanax, Percocet, or Vicodin and are 

unknowingly ingesting a lethal dose of fentanyl. Did you know that just last year 

in the U.S., 77,000 young people succumbed to a fentanyl overdose? This isn’t a 

“them” problem; this is an “us” problem, and we need to work together to end 

this tragedy. Just one pill can be deadly. 
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ISSUE:   Health & Medical 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Keep the Republic: Dr. Andy Wakefield 

DATE:   7/23/2022 

DURATION:  28:00 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: Dr. Andy Wakefield (writer and director of the movie 1986: The Act) joins 

Daniel Bobinski (author and editor of “True Idaho News”) to discuss the 

vaccines for measles, mumps & rubella that were being given to the children in 

Africa and having adverse effects, how the CDC responded by burying the 

evidence, a topic covered in the movie Vaxxed. The conversation continued to the 

MMR and other vaccines currently given in the US. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Environment 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Adventures in Odyssey: One Bad Apple 

DATE:   7/29/2022 

DURATION:  25:30 

TYPE:   Entertainment 

DESCRIPTION: Tom Riley’s apples are causing people to get sick. While trying to find out why, 

he discovers a chemical company is polluting his land. Join the gang as they 

confront the issue of environmental pollution and how it hurts people. 
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August 2022 

 

 

ISSUE:   World Events & Issues 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Sekulow: Al-Qaeda’s Afghanistan Resurgence 

DATE:   8/02/2022 

DURATION:  59:30 

TYPE:   Information 

DESCRIPTION: Host Jay Sekulow of the ACLJ talks about President Biden’s drone strike in 

Afghanistan that killed al Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahri. He and his team 

further discuss how this may not be the major the president thinks it is, question 

why the top al-Qaeda leader was in Kabul at the time and assert their belief that 

Biden’s withdrawal from Afghanistan has been thoroughly botched. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Family 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Parenting Today’s Teens: Are there dogs in Heaven? 

DATE:   8/06/2022 

DURATION:  24:55 

TYPE:   Information 

DESCRIPTION: Host Mark Gregson says it’s never easy to know what to say when someone is 

going through loss. And it becomes even harder when that someone is your teen! 

In this episode, Mark teaches parents how to uncover the hurt in their teens’ lives 

and help them move past their emotional wounds. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Aging & Retirement 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Focus on the Family: Conquering Debt 

DATE:   8/05/2022 

DURATION:  49:05 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: The hosts speak with Brian and Cherie Lowe to discuss their lackadaisical 

attitude toward finances during their first nine years of marriage and the moment 

they realized with horror that they were in over $127,000 in debt. They share the 

sacrifices they made, the determination they developed, and the challenges they 

faced when paying off their debt to ensure they thrive for the rest of their lives.  
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ISSUE:   Sports 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Heart of the Athlete: Chris Goranson & Ryan Seals 

DATE:   8/06/2022 

DURATION:  25:00 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: This week on Heart of the Athlete, director of the local Fellowship of Christian 

Athletes and host Ken Lewis speaks with Chris Goranson and Ryan Seals who 

reflect on the most recent FCA camps. Held in this summer in Boise, the FCA 

camps were for student athletes to continue to improve their skills and practice 

keeping God as part of their athletic pursuits. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Lifestyle  

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Christian Living Spotlight: The Extreme Tour 

DATE:   8/06/2022  

DURATION:  25:00 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: Host Sandy Jones interviews leaders of The Extreme Tour, a movement that 

helps rescue people from adversity by using music to help create a safe and 

appealing setting where diverse members of the community can come together, 

and where people in need can be connected with resources and organizations who 

can help meet those needs. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Religion 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Restored for Life: Testimonies Revealed 

DATE:   8/07/2022 

DURATION:  26:00 

TYPE:   Information 

DESCRIPTION: Pastor Ben Harris of Restored Community Church in Eagle, Idaho offers 

perspective as he continues his series on the Book of Revelation. This week, 

Pastor Harris addresses chapter 11 wherein the witnesses are killed and raised, 

providing testimony against the Anti-Christ and for Jesus Christ. 
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ISSUE:   Arts & Culture 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Family Talk: Redeeming Your Time 

DATE:   8/08/2022 

DURATION:  25:56 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: Host Dr. Tim Clinton interviews author Jordan Raynor about his book, 

Redeeming Your Time: 7 Biblical Principles for Being Purposeful, Present, and 

Wildly Productive. Jordan’s book examines how Jesus managed his time wisely 

while he was on earth. The author shares how his book can help you be busy 

without being rushed and how to become less overwhelmed by your To-Do list. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Education 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Breakpoint: Preparing for School 

DATE:   8/10/2022 

DURATION:  5:17 

TYPE:   Information 

DESCRIPTION:  Hosts John Stonestreet and Heather Peterson discuss the familiar going back to 

school windup that causes many parents trepidation about what will be taught to 

their kids this year. The hosts assert that it’s the parents, not the state, who are in 

charge of educating and protecting their kids and now, more than ever, it’s 

important to take that right seriously. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Family 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Family Life Today: Raising Kids on the Autism Spectrum 

DATE:   8/12/2022 

DURATION:  28:07 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: Parenting their sons' autism, Sho Baraka and his wife Patreece felt blindsided by 

a loss of dreams & sense of failure. Hosts Dave and Ann Wilson talk with the 

Barakas about how God met them in their shame and helped them overcome it 

and become the parents their sons required. 
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ISSUE:   Health & Medical 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Mentoring Matters: Avoiding Depression 

DATE:   8/13/2022 

DURATION:  12:00 

TYPE:   Information 

DESCRIPTION: The hosts of the program discuss methods and thought processes to help avoid 

falling prey to depression. They assert that the Bible provides examples of how to 

overcome bad circumstances and relationships including recognizing the need for 

change, knowing there is a solution, choosing to release the need to God, and 

hoping in his love to see us through. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Politics 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Keep the Republic: Ian MacDonald 

DATE:   8/13/2022 

DURATION:  27:12 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: Host Daniel Bobinski interviews Ian MacDonald, Sr. editor of Video of Right 

News, about the things happening surrounding former president Trump’s Mara 

Lago estate. In a raid, the FBI took papers that Trump was not supposed to have, 

and they discuss the implications of it and try to decipher what is truth. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Business & Economy 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   MoneyWise: 1970s Déjà Vu All Over Again? 

DATE:   8/16/2022 

DURATION:  25:00 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: Host Rob West interviews Mark Biller, executive editor at Sound Mind 

Investing, to discuss that it seems like we’re seeing many of the same economic 

conditions as the 1970s which resulted in a stagnating investment environment. 

It’s natural to study the similarities, but we need not repeat those mistakes. 
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ISSUE:   Crime & Justice 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Victory Over Sin: Rebecca White 

DATE:   8/20/2022 

DURATION:  27:00 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: Host Mark Renick of St. Vincent DePaul interviews Rebecca White. Rebecca is a 

returning citizen after incarceration who has now become a recovery coach for 

Moonlight Mountain Recovery, a place that offers help to individuals and 

families suffering from addiction. They discuss the difficulties of re-entry and 

how addiction can often re-grip those who feel lost when they get out. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Sports 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Game Plan for Life: Tom Scott 

DATE:   8/20/2022 

DURATION:  28:00 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: Host and former head football coach at Boise State University, skip Hall, 

interviews Tom Scott about the upcoming season for Boise State football. Tom 

has been part of Boise State football for fifty years as an announcer on both radio 

and television. The two discuss everything there is to know about the upcoming 

2022 season, including the changes in college football. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Religion 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Truth for Life: Death and Dying 

DATE:   8/22/2022 

DURATION:  25:00 

TYPE:   Information 

DESCRIPTION: Pastor Alistair Begg explores the reality of death. Are you prepared to die? The 

apostle Paul didn’t dread his final days. Can we say the same? Pastor Begg gives 

a message of hope that suggests that the key to living with a sense of peace is 

being ready to face eternity. 
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ISSUE:   Race, Culture & Identity 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   New Life Live! 

DATE:   8/22/2022 

DURATION:  49:05 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: Hosts Steve Arterburn, Dr. Alice Benton, and Milan Yerkovich address callers’ 

questions and provide advice for unique situations. In this episode, much of the 

program was devoted to the first caller whose concern was how to survive when 

her 32yo son has divorced his wife and says he is transgender knowing that her 

husband has also struggled with transgenderism. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Lifestyle 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Adventures in Odyssey: Wishful Thinking 

DATE:   8/27/2022 

DURATION:  25:30 

TYPE:   Entertainment 

DESCRIPTION: In this episode, Donna Barclay gets a surprise when she wishes her brother, 

Jimmy, had never been born – and it seems to come true! Join the gang as they 

discover that sometimes what we think we want may not be the answer. 

 

 

ISSUE:   Science & technology 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Science, Scripture & Salvation: Were Dinosaurs Designed? 

DATE:   8/27/2022 

DURATION:  13:57 

TYPE:   Information 

DESCRIPTION: Dr. Brian Thomas, a biochemist, was taught that dinosaurs evolved over millions 

of years via natural processes and death. Which dinosaur origin model is true? 

Could God have created dinosaurs? What do the fossils reveal? Dr. Thomas lays 

out the evidence and shares what he believes the science supports. 
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September 2022 

 

ISSUE:   Adoption 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   New Life Live  

DATE:   9/5/22 

DURATION:  55:00 

TYPE:   Interview  

DESCRIPTION: Host Steve Arterburn interviews Kirk Cameron about his new movie dealing 

with adoption called Lifemark. 

 

ISSUE:   9/11 Remembrance  

HOW TREATED: Program  

TITLE:   Family Talk:  Search and Rescue with a Ground Zero Hero 

DATE:   9/12/22 

DURATION:  26:00 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: Remembering the attacks of 9/11, James Dobson interviews Tom Bowen.  As a 

firefighter working in the debris of the attack, he used his fire hose as a lifeline to 

navigate through the rubble and wreckage. 

 

ISSUE:   Suicide Prevention 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Focus on the Family – How to help a friend who is thinking about suicide  

DATE:   9/15/22 

DURATION:  28:30 

TYPE:   Interview  

DESCRIPTION: According to Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) data, suicide is 

the second leading cause of death among people ages 10-34. And even though 

suicide is pervasive, the stigma around depression causes many to suffer silently. 

Tune in to learn key warning signs and find out how you can offer hope to loved 

ones battling despair. 

 

ISSUE:   Finance 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Moneywise:  The Debt Effect of Inflation 

DATE:   9/17/22 

DURATION:  26:00 

TYPE:   Interview 

DESCRIPTION: Inflation is bad enough for folks living on a budget with some money to spare, 

but it’s devastating for those relying on credit cards. The program discussed that 

and the best solution to the problem with guest Neile Simon. 

 

ISSUE:   Grandparenting  
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HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:   Family Life Today – Get Serious About Grandparenting 

DATE:   9/21/22 

DURATION:  26:30 

TYPE:   Interview  

DESCRIPTION: The potential impact on your grandkids can be monumental. Authors Larry 

Fowler & Tim Kimmel challenge you to grandparent with God's heart for them. 

 

ISSUE:   Health & Medical 

HOW TREATED: PSA 

TITLE:   One Pill Killed 

DATE:   9/1/2022 –9/30/2022 

DURATION:  0:30 

TYPE:   Information 

DESCRIPTION: Your children could think they are taking Xanax, Percocet, or Vicodin and are 

unknowingly ingesting a lethal dose of fentanyl. Did you know that just last year 

in the U.S., 77,000 young people succumbed to a fentanyl overdose? This isn’t a 

“them” problem; this is an “us” problem, and we need to work together to end 

this tragedy. Just one pill can be deadly. 

 

ISSUE: Grief 

HOW TREATED: Program 

TITLE:  Extra with Doug Hardy:  How to deal with uncertainty and grief. 

DATE: 9/27/22 

DURATION: 12:00 

TYPE: Information  

DESCRIPTION: Everyone deals with uncertainty and grief at some point in life.  How do we deal 

with uncertainty and grief?  Doug offers hope to those going through tough 

times.   

 

 

EAS: KBXL is a participating station in the Southwest Idaho Operational Area 

Emergency Alert System. 

 

NEWS:  KBXL airs national news reports at 7:00 am, 8:00 am, 9:00 am, 10:00 

am, 11:00 am, 12:00pm, 1:00 pm, 3:00pm, 4:00 pm and 5:00 pm daily 

Monday – Friday. 

 

 

 

STATION SPONSORED/INVOLVEMENT EVENTS: 

 

KBXL held a giveaway for tickets to the theater production of C.S. Lewis’ “The Great Divorce” at the 

Morrison Center in Boise. We gave away two tickets on three different occasions and on different days 

during the week of July 25-29. 
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KBXL attended and set up a table providing program guides and merchandise at Northwest Nazarene 

University’s Community Fair in Nampa, ID on August 26, 2022. 

 

KBXL sponsored the annual Mission Aviation Fellowship Golf Tournament at Ridgecrest Golf Course in 

Nampa, ID on September 1, 2022. KBXL set up a table and provided program guides and merchandise. 

 

KBXL hosted the annual Pastor’s Appreciation Golf Classic at Warm Springs Golf Course in Boise on 

September 12, 2022. KBXL sent invitations to local pastors, inviting them to participate, and provided 

free of charge a round of 18 holes of golf, golf carts, and a free lunch. The station also gave away prizes 

and free merchandise. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


